Group and Division Chiefs 16 Sep 60

AD/TNG(A)

TNG Contract with Mr. William F. Friedman

1. In the course of completing his contract with TNG, Mr. William F. Friedman may call TNG Divisions or Groups to ask for supplies or clerical assistance. All such requests will be referred to TNG-02. TNG-02 will verify that the supplies or materials can be furnished. The appropriate TNG element will collect and send the supplies or materials to TNG-01 for forwarding to Mr. Friedman. Materials furnished Mr. Friedman will not be classified above CONFIDENTIAL.

2. For this contract, TNG-02 is Contract Administrator and Mr. Arthur J. Freedman is the NSA Contract Officer Representative. All arrangements with Mr. William F. Friedman must be made through Mr. Arthur J. Freedman. Mr. D. Callimacos is custodian of all finished materials received from Mr. Friedman. dated 21 Sep 60

[Signature]
WILLIAM A. JONES
Assistant Director of Training
Administration
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